Qualification for the Danish national field trials

To be eligible to participate in the national Danish field trials A (warm game) and B (cold game)

Entry requirements for Novice Class B: Age min. 12 months
The dog must either have
- Passed the Danish "brugsprøve" - which is an obedience test
- Passed the qualification test
- Passed the Danish Hunting Society retrieving test
- FCI working certificate or an equivalent foreign test

Foreign dogs that have field trial awards which corresponds to the Danish trial regulations, are allowed to participate at the equivalent level, for example Scandinavian dogs awarded in Norway, Sweden or Finland (1st-3rd price could start in nbkl.)

Entry requirements for the Open Class B:
The dog has earned at least a first prize in the novice class and is at least twenty months old at the day of the test or have won two first prizes in the Novice class before the age of 20 months old.

Entry requirements for the Winner Class B:
The dog has earned at least two first prizes in the open class A or B.

Qualification for the national field trial A:

Entry requirements for the Open Class A:
The dog has earned at least one first prize of field trial B Open Class or equivalent foreign examination.

Entry requirements for Class A Winner:
The dog has earned at least a first prize in open class A on Danish national field trial.
Note: From 1.9.2014 The qualification can be obtained at a Danish Open Class A. Foreign dogs awarded at similar levels in the home country can enter this class after the awards and documentation has been approved by DRK.

Foreign registered dogs must ALWAYS submit documentation of the trial results
Use this email: arra@d-r-klub.dk